ENCOUNTERING

Walter knew that Margaret would be visiting her sister, the new pastor’s wife, but it
wasn’t until she rose in front of the congregation and sang that he began thinking she might be
the partner for which he had prayed so fervently.
He also knew a lot about her through prior conversations with her older sister whose
grandparents came to America during the first Swedish migration. They settled in the rich farm
land of Illinois and Minnesota shortly before the Civil War. Her parents, a pastoral team, had
played leading roles in a number of midwestern and western Swedish-Lutheran communities.
Two of her brothers were Lutheran pastors with three years of seminary training. Two of her
sisters married pastors. Like her brothers and sisters, she graduated from college, was musically
talented, and was accustomed to the amenities of town life. As a high school teacher, she enjoyed
a steady salary and extended vacations.
Walter’s father, on the other hand, came over as an indentured servant during the second
major Swedish migration in the late eighteen hundreds. His father’s fare to America was seven
years of hard farm work for an English farmer while sleeping at night in a hay loft. His parents,
now farming their own land, stopped speaking Swedish at home after he flunked the first
grade—an embarrassment he later assuaged by skipping two grades. After high school, he helped
his dad farm. He learned the caprices of disease and infestation, the weather, and the commodity
markets. Moreover, he milked cows and fed livestock every day of the week and every week of
the year. He was a “share-cropper” (to use an epithet I would later hear from a cousin on my
mother’s side) completing his second year of farming on his own.
All we know of Walter and Margaret’s first meeting comes in a March 14th letter, “I
didn’t do anything to make you interested in me except that I prayed for someone to take me
home from that Luther League picnic.” We later find out that they went on two sightseeing
excursions together before Margaret headed back to her teaching job in North Dakota.
We soon learn that God is intimately involved in who they are and what they are about.
But surprising are the differences in how two individuals see and relate to the source of their
being. In addition to learning more about each other, as potential soulmates they will be sharing

how each sees and experiences God. The letters in this book cover the first five months of those
encounters.
Your first encounter with Walter and Margaret will be colored by what you have just
read. If you are to know and appreciate the nuances of their takes on life, you must get beyond
that initial coloring, their first few letters, even their manner of speaking. To encounter their
souls, you must delve into what they are experiencing and trying to express. It’s all here, but it
takes time and thought. As Margaret says to Walter in her fourth letter, “I realize that you don’t
know me very well.”
Walter will reply, “And you do not know me very well.”

WHEN I FEEL I HAVE CHOSEN GOD

While the letters in this chapter were written, readers of the Washburn Leader, including
Margaret, learned in September that Margaret was one of the returning high school teachers and
learned in October that neutral nations were protesting Japan’s attack on Nanking. Readers of the
Greeley Tribune, including Walter, learned in August there was a major battle in Shanghai, in
September that Japan was blocking the rescue of Americans and was mobilizing for war in
Russia, and in October that Roosevelt had said that America could not ignore these events

August 30, 1937 [Postmarked AUG 31 10 AM Greeley, CO]
Dear Margaret:
Writing letters has always been a difficult task for me. I do not know how to start one, I
have trouble finishing them and I do not know what to put in between. I find that this tends to
make my letters very brief.
I like to read the letters that Paul [the New Testament apostle] wrote better than any I
have ever read. You are in no doubt about the author of the letter and you do not have to look to
the end of the letter to find out. I shall copy his salutation and just as he wished Gods Grace and
peace upon all of his friends so I to hope that you may experience just such Grace and Peace
throughout this year and those to come.
First of all I must tell you that I have had the pictures developed that we took in the
Poudre Canyon and on Cameron Pass. I am sending three of them. The others were ruined. . . .
There are also some pictures of the Medicine Bow Range in Wyoming where I was with Frank
Lunn this last Thurs. and Fri.
It is a short range and quite high. (Med.Bow Pk) 12005 ft. This small range stands alone
in a Large basin about 140 to 200 miles in dia. From the top of this peak you command a
magnificent view of this vast basin with the sky line or horizon anywhere from 75 to 100 miles
distant.
In the pictures you will see a few of the many beautiful lakes of which there are many in
this region. We did not fish, but spent our time hiking and visiting. We visited a gold mine and
this proved interesting altho somewhat scary. (It is very dark inside of old mother earth.) Most of
this country is heavily forested with large and beautiful trees. Over 1 million dollars worth of
lumber is taken out of this small region annually altho it has no value except as railroad ties and
prop timbers for mines.
We slept under the moon and the stars at a altitude of 10,000 ft. The night was mild and
very beautiful, with the dwarfed pine trees throwing many grotesque shadows about us. But we
were tired after climbing the peak and did not mind the shadows. I hope that some day you may
climb this peak and see this beautiful country.

Enough said concerning mountains. I have thought a great deal about a discussion we
had one Friday evening concerning movies and their merits and whether or not there were any
that we might attend. Now my opinion is worth less than two cents (some authority said this of
the average opinion) and I am so imperfect and slow to accept His grace that I could not give
advice.
Your knowledge is more complete than mine, so it is not necessary to say that Satan is
very subtle and sometimes in a weak moment we are taken unawares. I am going to tell you of a
remark which I heard a few years ago which caused me to stop going to pool halls unless
absolutely necessary. This mother put it this way to an older son. It may not hurt you, but
perhaps some of your younger bros. or his friends will see you come and go from there. Since
you attend church regularly and profess to be a Christian they will naturally think that it is
perfectly right to frequent such places. Nearly each one of us has some of these young friends
who read the gospel thru us. . . . I believe that this is the best reason for not attending even good
shows until the movie industry is cleaned up more than at present. It could be a very good and
useful means of education if properly conducted. There are many interesting fields, where we
may seek recreation for instance, music, various concerts and recitals although I know that in a
small town they are few, except by radio.
This is a suggestion for you in your work. It seemed to me that you truly loved the
outdoor life and nature study. Would it not be possible to organize a group perhaps of girls or
both girls and boys to make Sat. afternoon trips, into the surrounding country. One could collect
various specimens of plant, insect and animal life and classify them and name them.
Now Margaret I have set down my thots as they came. They are imperfect My grammar is
imperfect and I am a poor writer especially when writing too fast. For all these I humbly
apologize. To make a long story short I was impressed by your sincerity and oneness with Him.
Altho I only knew you a few weeks I am sure I was not mistaken. I shall pray that you may ever
continue in him and always be a light unto others. I hope that I may hear from you occasionally
during the coming months. One more thing. You spoke of confidence and often you discounted
your own talents. There is a good article on this in the Young Peoples paper for Aug. 22. If you
can obtain it read it. It is by U. G. Montgomery and is titled (Don’t discount yourself).

Now I have a request to make. As you know my father went to Calif. to visit one of my
sisters. She came back with him. . . .If possible I wish that you and she might exchange addresses
and correspond. I am sure it would be of a real help to her. I shall ask her to write first if I get
your address. I am sending this to Clarissa but you will soon go to Washburn.
Yours in Christian Fellowship, Walter Johnson.
P.S. Please extend my greetings to your mother and sister.

The mother, whose remark Walter, my Dad, mentioned, may have been his. His mother
and father were founding members of the Immanuel Lutheran Church. He was the oldest of five
children. He professed to be a Christian and had stopped frequenting the pool hall in Eaton
around the time he graduated from high school.
Margaret’s response, mistakenly given an August date, was postmarked in September. It
arrived after what must have been for Walter a disconcerting second week.

August [September] 14, 1937 [Postmarked SEP 14 3—PM Washburn, ND]
Dear Walter,
“Peace be unto you that are in Christ.” I Peter 5:14. “Casting all your anxieties upon
him, because he careth for you.” I Peter 5:7
These two Bible passages I wish to give to you. They have given me much strength. It’s so
easy for me to carry my worries with me that I need this second verse daily. I wish to thank you
for wishing me grace and peace, and especially to thank you for remembering me in prayer. It
gives me added strength in weakness, when I recall that there are those who remember me in
prayer. God takes the prayers and blesses me in turn. I am also remembering you in prayer to
the One who is so wonderful in caring for his own.
The pictures turned out fine. I think the background scenery of the picture, where I am
sitting on a wooden railing is marvelous. How high was the altitude for the group picture? I am
planning to paste my snapshots in the Kodak album . . . . I should remember what the altitude
was but I am unable to. You must have had a splendid time with your friend up in Med. Bow
Range. If it was similar to the beauty and coldness of the place where we walked up not far from
that sign on the Cameron Pass, I can imagine a little of how you spent the night. That little
stream of water was beautiful.
Thanks for the pamphlets too. It was interesting to look them through while riding on the
bus out to Washburn. It was impossible for me to get a hold of the article “Don’t Discount
Yourself.” I’ll have to try to imagine its contents and strive to do my best.
Two of the teachers who are rooming at Jefferis with Helen and I, went to the theatre this
evening. I am so thankful they didn’t ask me to go along. Three of us lady teachers do not play
bridge. We were all invited to a dinner and card party but we asked to be excused from playing
cards. They were so friendly to us and furnished us with other entertainment and then Helen and
I finished the remainder of the time sewing and knitting. It was lots of fun. I hope that we might
be witnesses for Christ.
This year I am teaching all four years of high school English. Mr. Thorson asked me
which I preferred English II or Latin I. I told him English so that is how it turned out. Then this

evening I found out that I am to have charge of the Boys and Girls Glee Clubs and the Mixed
Chorus. Mr. Thorson is so very kind to me because now I won’t have to keep on practicing after
four and at night. Eight of the teachers are educated in music so he is dividing up the practicing.
Some have charge of trios; others of quartets; and still others, of solos. Now I will have more
time to keep up my practice on voice, piano and flute. I surely appreciate it. There aren’t very
many superintendents as thoughtful and kind as he.
Walter, tell your sister that I would enjoy writing to her. I wish that I could have met her.
. . . If I can help her in any way I will be glad to do so.
How are the sugar beets getting along? I presume they are soon ready for harvest. It
perhaps is unnecessary now.
Thank you for showing me the mountains. May He help me to visualize all that He has
made for me to enjoy.
May God bless you,
Margaret.

Although Margaret was far from intimate and didn’t acknowledge his suggestion on
collecting and classifying “plant, insect and animal life,” she wasn’t discouraging. She asked
about his sugar beets and planned to paste his snapshots in her photo album. Walter responded
eight days later.

Sept. 22 [SEP 24 430 PM]

Dear Margaret:
Tonight as I begin to write, I am very thankful and grateful to God, for your friendship
and for the friendship of my other Christian friends: My prayer shall ever be, that His Grace and
Peace shall ever be yours.
I thank you for the verses that you sent to me. I am sending one that helps me to meet
many trials, especially when I begin to feel my burdens and feel that God is giving me more than
my share. “Ye did not choose me, but I chose you, and appointed you that ye should go and bear
fruit, and that your fruit should abide: that whatsoever ye shall ask of the Father in my name, He
may give it to you.” John 15:16.
When I feel that I have chosen God, so that I might experience his peace and salvation; it
is good for me to remember this verse. I feel that by these little trials and obstacles I am being
guided and kept in the way by Him.
If you will pardon me for mentioning it again, I shall write a few words concerning shows
and other so called amusements. Perhaps I am too serious and let my mind dwell on it too much.
It is not of myself that I am thinking for I know I do not care for them even if it were not a
religious principle. My S. S. [Sunday school] class is a group of boys between 14 & 18 yrs. of
age and this question, naturally comes up quite often. It does not seem right to me, to tell them
that these things are all wrong and then not offer them something else, which would be better to
do. . . . (I wonder how Paul took care of this. I believe in prayer.) but surely there are many
worthwhile things to do . . . such as hiking, nature study and many other things.
Fall is coming on very fast. The mornings are cold and the leaves on the trees are
turning. Sometimes I shudder when I think of the cold creeping on. But I rejoice to think that next
spring new life will flow thru the trees again just as we will experience new life after we have
passed thru that cold shadow which always leaves us cold when we think of it.
Time is passing swiftly and I must close this letter again thanking Him for Christian
friends and fellowship.
May His Grace and Peace Abide with you,

Walter

I have read that in the mating ritual of cardinals the male gives a seed to the female.
Margaret began her letter by giving a Bible verse to Walter. Walter responded in kind—a
spiritual kiss they would share at the opening of each letter

October 3 [OCT 5 3--PM]

Dear Walter,
“Jehovah is gracious and merciful; Slow to anger, and of great loving kindness. Jehovah
is good to all; And His tender mercies are over all His works.” Psalm 145: 8, 9.
This morning the sun is shining so brightly and the wind is blowing just enough to make
the weather ideal. I think there is a verse in the Bible which says “This is the Lord’s day we
should be glad and rejoice in it.” It happens that it is Sunday so I can fully enjoy nature.
This evening I had the chance to sing a solo at the Methodist church. Perhaps you know
the selection, “A Divine Redeemer” by Gounod. That was the number. I have never been able to
sing it as easily before. God answered my prayer.
I need to be reminded of the waste of time, money, and sin of seeing movies. I have seen
Prince and the Pauper by Mark Twain since I have been to Washburn. I believe that picture was
all right. The teachers seem to think most any picture is okay. Walter, it isn’t always easy to
refuse but one certainly feels at peace after refusing.
So many have asked me if I dance. When I answer in the negative they usually add why
don’t you; do you think it sin or just can’t you. It seems the only pleasure some folks enjoy is on
the dance floor, in the theatre, or at the card table. I, too, have often wondered how Paul solved
the pleasure problem. I think it fine that you are helping your Sunday School to find enjoyment in
different ways.
Poor English IV class have a one thousand word short story to hand in tomorrow
morning. Today they reported on their titles and dominant incidents. I believe their compositions
are going to be very good. In English II we are studying Emerson’s essays. I just can’t
understand how you could pass with a 98% grade in the subject which you mentioned, without at
least studying from the text at one time before six weeks’ tests. You surely must have listened
attentively. My ability doesn’t come up to your standard. If you could have gone to college, you
would have gotten more out of it than I did.
Your harvest season is very long. I presume the hours of work are many and long also.
The poor farmers around here had very little to harvest. Helen’s father got no crop whatever.

May you continue in your work for Him.
Yours in Christ,
Margaret

There is something within each of us that can sense—without any teaching—when things
do or don’t sit right with us. That something is manifest in a just-delivered baby when its cries
are silenced by its mother’s arms.
That something is like a tuning fork with sounding boards that pick up and amplify its
harmonies when circumstances appropriately coalesce. Our tuning forks and their sounding
boards develop in a most natural manner when we are children lost in play and surrounded by
love. Later the harmonies grow richer and more robust when we find enduring joys and
meanings in life. I don’t know that we can ever fully lose a tuning fork, but like our conscience,
our sounding boards can be dampened, ignored, or even suppressed over extended periods of
time. Peers can pressure, commitments overwhelm, successes lead astray, failures dull hope, and
fears cramp vision to the point that we can be left wondering if there is not more to life than what
we are experiencing.
Finding activities that resonate with our sounding boards of joy can be a soul-searching
effort. Many things come into play. Consider Margaret’s simple statement, “It is Sunday so I can
fully enjoy nature.” Others may not enjoy nature. That’s OK; enjoying nature resonated for
Margaret. Others may anticipate weekdays or weekends. Sunday worked for her. The specifics
and activities, which vary from person to person, are not critical so long as periods of settled joy
are a normal and recurring feature of our lives, especially when we are surrounded by concerns
and conflicting desires.
Walter was encouraged, no doubt, by Margaret’s rejoicing in “the Lord’s day,” enjoying
nature, and appreciating his Emersonian acumen. The phrase “poor farmers” would have also
caught his eye. Allowing for the two or three days it took for the mail to travel from Washburn
to Greeley, Walter lost no time in responding.

Oct. 7 [OCT 8 430 PM]

Dear Margaret:
“When I consider the heavens, the works of thy fingers, The moon and the stars which
thou has ordained; What is man, that thou art mindful of him? And the son of man, that thou
visitest him?” Psalm 8: 3,4
I have so many things to be thankful for today. As I took a short walk after supper, to
thank Him for my many blessings, I wondered at the fact that he is mindful of me. But I
remember that we are told “in the 12th Chap of Luke the 7th verse” that even the hairs of our
heads are numbered.
Tomorrow we will finish digging potatoes on my place. (“I am working together with my
father and brother.”) They have been fairly good. All the other crops were good. I also got 25
head of very good cattle to feed thru this winter. (We buy this stock in the fall, feed it thru the
winter and sell it in the spring at a profit we hope.) At present I am thankful for, what seems to
be a fortunate purchase. Then on top of all this comes your welcome and inspiring letter. Thank
you, for it and the verse you sent. It fitted my thot for tonight so very well. I am sure that you
must admit, that I have much to be thankful for. I pray, that I may at least be thankful, for I can
never be worthy of these blessings.

The Denver Post reported heifers, a volatile commodity, selling at $12.25 to $13.25 on
August 16. Roughly, two weeks later, heifers sold for $8.50 to $12.50. Walter purchased his
heifers sometime in the interim during a serendipitous dip in the price. He would fatten them
over winter and sell them in time for the spring field work. He could expect heifer prices to
recover by then for him to make a handsome profit.

After services last Sunday Robert Johnson and I drove to the top of the Trail ridge road,
(12183 ft) and back to Greeley. . . . The aspen, the woodvine and small shrubbery were beautiful
in their many colored hues. As we were coming down we saw the beautiful sunset. I wish that you
might have been along and enjoyed the whole trip but especially as we came into one of the

parks just above Estes Park. There we saw a large herd of elk feeding and the bugle of the bull
elks is a sound I shall never forget. It is actually beautiful and very musical. There were perhaps
25 cars and a hundred people watching them but they were very unconcerned. Farther down we
saw more elk and numerous deer.
At one time last Sunday I thot that Margaret would enjoy seeing something like this once
in a while. It is certainly too bad that there is nothing to see in N.D. But I said No Walt your
wrong! You know that you like the great plains also and as I looked at the map I knew that you
must be near the great Missouri river and that upon its banks and near it you must find some of
the scenery that you describe in your letter and picture. The great bank in the picture looks very
much as it did when I saw it in Pierre, S.D.
You tell of studing Emerson in English class and let me say here and now that it was
harder for me than any other subject. I should never have boasted but my 98 without study was
in Commercial Geography.
I know that a prayer uttered with respect for the will of our Heavenly Father is always
answered and I know that He helped you last Sunday.
May He ever be your guide and help and may His Grace and Peace be yours.
Walter
What we see and experience depends so much on our understanding of what is out there.
This fact was forcefully driven home one day after I returned from an extended vacation with my
family. A metal storm window lay unbroken on the ground partially covered by some leaves and
other debris. I knelt down and, after carefully scratching about the debris, soon found the two
metal hinges needed to rehang it.
I mounted the window, but when closing it, I realized the L-shaped fasteners and their
corresponding nuts for holding the window shut were missing. After carefully scratching through
the dirt and debris again, I found the fasteners and the wing nuts—struck by having overlooked
them in the first place.

I installed the latches. The storm window, now held closed, jiggled against the mounting
frame. Then I remembered the springs needed to take up the slack. Down I went again and soon
found the springs in the same bits of leaves and dirt.
In each case I quickly found what I was looking for. When looking for hinges, I found
hinges; when looking for fasteners and nuts, I found fasteners and nuts; when looking for
springs, I found springs.
Our takes on life are mental glasses that bear heavily on what we look for and find.
Walter saw a caring world in which even the hairs on his head were taken into account.

October 17 [OCT 18 7—AM]
Dear Walter,
The work of teaching is lots of fun, but at the end of a six weeks period it gets rather
trying as there seems to be so much to do. This time I wrote my texts on the typewriter using
stencils so that they could be mimeographed. It has helped me to have studied typing this past
summer.
Walter, this morning the S. S. superintendent asked me to teach the young peoples’ Bible
class. I declined because it takes a lot of preparation and I do enjoy having Sunday be one when
I can drink in knowledge rather than give out and also because I like to go to our Augustana
Lutheran services at Wilton and North Underwood. I have charge of the Junior Choir and then I
belong to the Senior Choir. The superintendent said that he would ask the pastor to teach the
class instead. The pastor has but one congregation so I don’t think that would be asking too
much and, furthermore, he would perhaps prefer having charge of the class.
It must have been fun to travel up the mountains in the fall of the year. The trees were no
doubt grand in their myriads of autumn colors. The pine was still green which must have been
even more striking because of the contrast of color. To think that you got to hear the bugle call of
the bull elk. I asked Mr. Thorson what the sound was like. He said that it resembled the coyote’s
call but that [it] was deeper and more sonorous. Was he right?
Mr. Thorson’s comparison of an elk’s bugle with a coyote’s yelp puzzled me. A bull
elk’s bugling is musical; so is a coyote’s yelping. The similarity ends there, as I found out one
midnight while setting water at the top of a bean field.
Waking up in the middle of the night to irrigate another part of a field was never pleasant.
Driving the pickup to the top of the field was fun, but once you turned off the engine, closed the
door, and grabbed your shovel, you were alone except for a couple of yard lights flickering over
a half mile away.
Once at work changing a set of water on a quiet night, the surrounding peace and solitude
would eventually engulf me: the moon playing hide-and-seek with the clouds, a gently stirring
breeze, water gurgling down the cuts in the ditch banks, crickets chirping, an occasional frog

croaking, boots crunching the clay curls left from dried-up mud puddles. That solitude was split
one midnight by a coyote’s shrill, piercing yelps ascending a spine-tingling scale in staccato
sixteenths. I turned and swung my shovel—nothing there, only the bean leaves flickering in the
moonlight. After that chilling frisson, those midnight solitudes were never quite the same.

I am glad that you decided that the scenery in North Dakota is beautiful in its way. Marie
Nesting and I were down to the river the other evening. The moon was shining down over the
water so that it made a golden path across the river. I wish that I could have walked right across
it.
Well, now it is time for me to retire. Tomorrow I must get busy averaging marks. I hope
and pray that I will give the pupils their deserved grade. May God bless and keep you and may
you continue walking in His steps.
Yours in Christ,
Margaret

Margaret’s wanting time for herself reminded me of an enigmatic teaching of Jesus in
Luke 10:38-42:

Now as they went on their way, he entered a village; and a woman named Martha
received him into her house. And she had a sister called Mary, who sat at the Lord’s feet and
listened to his teaching. But Martha was distracted with much serving; and she went to him and
said, “Lord, do you not care that my sister has left me to serve alone? Tell her then to help me.”
But the Lord answered her, “Martha, Martha, you are anxious and troubled about many things;
one thing is needful. Mary has chosen the good portion, which shall not be taken from her.”
In this story Martha (who welcomed Jesus) was concerned (Jesus felt she was distracted)
about being a good hostess (for which her friends may have praised her). She felt Mary was
ignoring her duties as a hostess and selfishly attending to her personal interests. Mary, on the
other hand, was in touch with something Jesus saw as needful. (I believe it was her joy, and,

should she find it, she would more likely be envied than praised.) Jesus pointed out that what
Mary sought would not be taken from her.
Jesus could have praised Martha for helping the guests enjoy themselves. The guests
might have applauded. Martha probably would have felt much better, but can the praise of others
really resonate with your deep joy when you would be elsewhere?
Something in the presence and voice of Jesus evidently silenced for Mary the tiresome
drumming of duty and the distracting clamor of desire for at least one precious moment. Maybe
she felt a satisfying shift in who she was and what she was about.
Self-insistence differs profoundly from selfishness when seeking the source of one’s true
joy. Margaret would have received praise—or at least a hearty thanks—for agreeing to teach the
young peoples’ Bible class. Instead she insisted that Sunday be a time for revitalization rather
than another day filled with additional commitments.

A GLIMPSE BACK

My parents enjoyed life in the midst of struggle. That joy comes across in their letters.
Ferreting out the keys to someone’s joy can be a rewarding task. What one looks for and
eventually finds often begins with a question. Here are some self-exploratory questions tied to
the letters of Walter and Margaret. There are no “right” answers. There are only your answers,
for you are the world’s authority on how you see things—and on what you look for and what you
find in how others see things.
August 30. Prior to meeting Margaret, writing letters had been a difficult task for Walter.
Something about Margaret started the words flowing for Walter. What is the nature of those
things that start the words flowing for you?
September 14. Margaret chose not to participate with her friends in an activity she felt
was morally questionable. How do you see the moral choices of your friends influencing your
choices?
September 22. Walter thanked Margaret for the Bible verses she sent in her first letter and
returned a verse that meant a lot to him. How might their exchanging of Bible verses contribute
to their spiritual intimacy? What ways have helped you establish spiritual intimacy with another
person?
October 3. Margaret looked forward to enjoying nature on Sunday afternoons. What
regular times and activities of the day or week bring assured enjoyment to your life?
October 7. Walter was thankful for the “starry heavens.” How does your view of what is
going on in your world affect your thankfulness for what you see?
October 17. How do you see the difference between self-insistence and selfishness? Can
you recall times when you embraced you “inner Mary?” What happened when you did?

